This note was inspired by some results of P. A. Smith [S], One proves that for any periodic map of a manifold M and any codimension two invariant submanifold P of M containing part of the stationary point set, connected invariant subsets of the complement of P must carry nontrivial one-dimensional rational cycles, provided that M satisfies some simple homological conditions (Theorem A). This fact has interesting consequences in transformation group theory. 0. Introduction. If m > 2 is a positive integer let Zm -Zm be the cyclic group of order m and if m = oo let Z", resp. Zm be the infinite cyclic group, respectively, 5' = {z G C||z| = 1}. We also denote by Gm ", m, n -2,3,4,..., bo, a semidirect product Z", X rZ" for t: Z" -» AutZm. Such a semidirect product has the inclusion zm ■* Gm,"> tne projection Gmn -Z" and the section s: Z" -» Gmn (tt ° s = id) as part of the data. Clearly if n -oo, Gmn = Zm X Sl. The groups Gm " are regarded (ii) if p is a topological action then there exists y E P n MZm so that p: Zm X (M, P) -> (M, P) is locally smooth aty.
0. Introduction. If m > 2 is a positive integer let Zm -Zm be the cyclic group of order m and if m = oo let Z", resp. Zm be the infinite cyclic group, respectively, 5' = {z G C||z| = 1}. We also denote by Gm ", m, n -2,3,4,..., bo, a semidirect product Z", X rZ" for t: Z" -» AutZm. Such a semidirect product has the inclusion zm ■* Gm,"> tne projection Gmn -Z" and the section s: Z" -» Gmn (tt ° s = id) as part of the data. Clearly if n -oo, Gmn = Zm X Sl. The groups Gm " are regarded as compact Lie groups.
Given a compact Lie group G, p: G X M -> M a topological action, N an invariant submanifold, and x E M, then the action /x: G X (M, N) -> (M, N) is called locally smooth at x if there exists a smooth action ß: G X V -» V, an invariant submanifold W E V, and an invariant neighborhood % of x G M together with an equivariant homeomorphism ^(%, % D JV) -* (F, W7). The main result of this note is the following: Theorem A. Let p: Zm X M" -* M" fte a smooth (topological) orientation preserving action, pn~2 c M" an invariant smooth (locally flat) closed oriented submanifold whose orientation is also invariant. Assume that HX(M) is torsion prime to m,H2(M;Q) = 0,and (i) MZm ¥= 02 and P f) Mz-# 0 is a union of connected components of Mz™, (ii) if p is a topological action then there exists y E P n MZm so that p: Zm X (M, P) -> (M, P) is locally smooth aty.
Received by the editors July 20, 1982 July 20, . 1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 57S10, 57S15, 57S17. Theorem A is applied to transformation groups through Corollary A'. Let M, p, P be as in Proposition A and let Kr E M" be a nonempty connected invariant submanifold with Hx(Kr; k) = 0 for k = Q or Zm. Then Kr n P j-0 and dixn(Kr D P) > r -2.
Corollary A' implies Theorem B and is an important tool in the proof of Theorem C. Theorem B (P. A. Smith) . Suppose Gp acts locally smoothly and effectively on the acyclic topological manifold M" preserving the orientation. Let p, q be distinct primes or oo, and dim(Mz«) = n -2. Then dim Mc<,-i ¥= 0 and dim MG'-i = (dim A/Z') -2.
Theorem B is due to P. A. Smith whose paper [S] has inspired this note. Smith has stated it for Gp = Z and without any conclusion about the dimension Mcf-i. Notice that if we drop the condition dim(Mz'') = n -2 the conclusion is false (see Kister [K2] ). A systematic class of fixed point free Gp ^-actions has been constructed by Assadi [A] . The proof of Theorem A and Corollary A' will be given in § 1, and the proof of Theorems B and C in §2.
1.
Proof of Theorem A. It is easy to see that (a) implies (b) because any stationary point outside P forms a connected invariant subset with trivial homology. To prove (a) we observe that one can choose a closed tubular neighborhood of P, %: P -> P, P E M so that for at least one y E P n Mz-, 77_,(j>) is invariant. If the action is smooth, a closed invariant tubular neighborhood is the right choice for P. If the action is not smooth, let y E P n MZm so that /x: Zm X (M, P) -> (M, P) is locally smooth at y. We choose an invariant tubular neighborhood with fibre discs for a small neighborhood of y in P. Eventually shrinking this neighborhood, we can extend this to a closed tubular neighborhood of P because, for locally flat P, this is possible by a theorem of Kirby [Kl] which states the existence and uniqueness of the closed tubular neighborhood for closed locally flat embeddings in codimension 2. Let E -dP and 77 = 77|3P; 77: E -» P being the restriction of 77 to dP = E is a bundle with fibre S\ Let us denote by É the complement of Int(P) in M so that E = É D P. The first step in our proof is to show that HX(M\P) = HX(Ë; Z) is isomorphic to Z © G where G is a torsion group with G ® Zm -0, and for any z G P the map i,: S{ = ft~\z) -» £ -? M\P represents in the homology group HX(M\P; Z) an element of the form (/, g) G Z © G with / prime to m.
Assuming the first step proved, the proof of Theorem A(a), for m = 00, goes as follows: Let px: S1' -» M\P be the restriction of the action ju to S] X x where x E M\P. Since any connected invariant subset of M\P, say X, contains px(Sl) for x0 E X, it suffices to show that for each x, px: S1' -» M\P induces a nontrivial homomorphism (px)*: HX(SU, Q) -* HX(M\P; Q). Because M\P is connected it suffices to verify this for one x since if x', x" E M\P, px. is homotopic to px,.. Now choose x E tr'\y) where y E P n Ms is a point where ñ'\y) is S'-invariant; px: S1 -> ¡jl^S1) = TT~\y) is a finite cover. Therefore the image of the generator u E HX(SK, Z) in HX(M\P; Z) is (kt, kg) with k ¥^ 0. This proves our statement In the sequel, let Í/ be M\P. As a second step of our proof we will show that: if o^ is the isomorphism of HX(M\P; Z) = Z®G, resp. of HX(M\P; Zm) = Zm induced by a, then a^s, g) = (s, 6(s, g)) where s G Z, g, 0(s, g) G G, resp. a#(i) = î,îê Zm. Assuming this second step proved, it suffices to show that for some special 1-simplex /, the integral homology class of [2/] resp. the homology class mod m, [2/]m is of the form (t', g') E Z © G with t' prime to m resp. t' G Zm where t' ¥= 0. ' -?' //,(£;£)© Hx(P;k) -* HX{M\ k).
Because i2 is surjective, so is i2 © 772, hence 8 is zero. Thus (**) shortens to 0-//,(£; k)' ^' Hx(É;k) © Hx(P;k) ^ HX(M; k).
Since in the diagram below the horizontal line is the abelianization of the homotopy i y exact sequence of the bundle S' -> E -» jP ff,(5J; kf^Hx(E; k)^Hx(P; k) -. 0 »2(*-!(^),#-;(^;fc) H2(P,E,k) and c5£ is injective, (/ ), has to be injective. á£ is injective because in the commutative diagram below A£ is injective and w is an isomorphism: H2(M,E; k) -> //,(£; fe) »î. Î H2(P,E;k) *~* Hx(E;k)
Consequently we have the exact sequence 0 -Hx(s;.;k) -HX(E; k) -//,(/>; k) -0.
Since for k = Zm, ix © 77, is an isomorphism, the composition Hx(Sy', Zm) -* HX(E; Zm) -» //,(£; Zm) is an isomorphism, hence t = 1 mod m and the first step is proved.
To prove
Step 2 we observe that by
Step 1 If we choose ñ: P -> P and y E P as in the proof of Theorem A, it is easily seen that one can find special 1-cycles in m~\y) -(y) E M -P whose linking number with P is one. However, if a special 1-cycle lies on K\MGp-i, its linking number with P must vanish, being p-divisible. This contradiction establishes Theorem B. Pz-= Pt D (Rx U R2), then either Ä, = P, or dim(P, n J?y) « n -2; hence the dimension of each component of P¡ n /?7 is either n ox n -2. In the first case Rj = P* which implies that Gm r acts freely on Sl which is possible only if Gmr is a cyclic group, hence Gm r = Zmf. The same conclusion holds if MZm = Mz". If m -r, MZm C\ Mz' cannot have components of dimension n -2 because if they have, then Mz-fl MZr has components whose homology with Zm coefficients is trivial by Smith theory and consequently, Hn(K(ir, 1); Zm) = 0; clearly this is not the case because of (1).
